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FADE IN 

Title Card: Peace of mind 

1. EXT. PARK. Extreme Long Shot. DAY.  

The park is really quiet.  JÜRGEN, a German man in his 

60s that seems to be very calm and modest, walks with 

NICHOLAS, his 8 years grandson whose eyes are full of 

innocence and happiness. They walk the path hand in 

hand, and with the other hand JÜRGEN carries a bag.  

JÜRGEN and NICHOLAS stop and sit down in a wooden 

bench.  

 

2. EXT. PARK. LONG SHOT. DAY 

CAMERA is just behind the wooden bench.  

From the bench they have a nice view. On their left 

they have a very wide green playing field, and on the 

right side of the bench there is a tree that is 

sheltering them.  

JÜRGEN is sat firmly and NICHOLAS is in his right sat 

in a more relaxed position, a bit stooped, he looks 

respectfully up at his grandfather.  

JÜRGEN looks at the horizon, then looks at NICHOLAS 

and finally turns left to take out something from the 

bag.  

WE SEE the bag on the bench (close-up). We can see 

some stuff sticking out it such as a newspaper (we 

only see the headline and the date 4
th
 September) and 

the top of a handmade happy birthday card.  

He takes out a very old notebook with a very wear down 

cover that probably, sometime, was black, but where 

you can easily read an embroidered name JÜRGEN FISCHER. 
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JÜRGEN places the book almost over his grandson knees 

and opens it. JÜRGEN is about to pass the page but 

NICHOLAS suddenly bumps.  

CAMERA TILTS UP.  We see TOM, a cheerful redhead boy 

of the same age that NICHOLAS, flashes a smile at 

NICHOLAS.  

 

 

3. EXT. WAR MEMORIAL PARK. WIDE SHOT. DAY. 

The CAMERA is now in front of the bench, not exactly 

in front of JÜRGEN, it is angle side.  

We see TOM and NICHOLAS run away together to the 

playing field and JÜRGEN looks at them and smile 

affectionately.  

 

4. EXT. PARK. MEDIUM SHOT. DAY 

TOM and NICHOLAS look at each other, they laugh but 

they stop smiling and start a countdown with their 

fingers. They are about to play war. When the last 

finger goes down they put their hands in a gun 

position, split up and run to hide themselves. TOM 

jumps quickly in a bush, and NICHOLAS ends up behind a 

tree.  

 

5. EXT. PARK. BIG CLOSE UP. DAY 

TOM puts his head out of the bush in order to locate 

NICHOLAS.  

6. EXT. PARK.MEDIUM SHOT. DAY 

NICHOLAS moves round the tree in order to keep hidden.  

7. EXT. PARK. CLOSE UP. DAY 

JÜRGEN caress his journal and opens it randomly.  

EXTREME CLOSE UP of the diary. We can read it.  
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(This would be written in German) 

‘4
th
 September  

Yesterday was my 19th birthday and I thought that was 

quite amazing to celebrate it advancing through the 

North of France. Obviously French army wouldn’t make it 

an easy journey. Many troops were rushed from Paris, we 

were both sides in panic. I spent the day in the 

trenches and I don’t know how many people I killed, I 

used to count them but sometimes you just have to focus 

on survive. However, when I was on the way back to the 

camp I saw a French soldier, he was in his own, probably 

lost…’ 

ENGLISH SUBTITLES  

 

 

8. EXT. PARK.  LONG SHOT. DAY 

TOM and NICHOLAS get both out of his hidden place in 

order to look for the other. TOM suddenly appears 

behind the other and shouts something to NICHOLAS 

(slow motion while shouting). NICHOLAS is just stopped, 

he is like frozen. 

 

 

9. EXT. PARK. EXTREME CLOSE UP. DAY. 

CAMERA moves slowly following the hand written 

memories. 

We see the same page of the JÜRGENs war diary. We keep 

on reading. 

‘…I run after him, he stopped, frozen.  

I stopped also, I wait for a few seconds, he didn’t try  

(Continue) 
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to speak, to move or anything, I did shoot. 

 I shoot three times indeed …’ 

ENGLISH SUBTITLES 

 

WE HEARD A PIUM PIUM PIUM(RECREATION OF THE SOUND OF A 

GUN SHOOTING BY TOM)   

‘…When I came to his lifeless body to check his rank, 

 I discovered he wasn’t actually a French soldier.  

He was just wearing the French helmet. He’ 

ENGLISH SUBTITLES 

We cannot keep on reading because the rest of the page has 

been ripped off -judging the appearance of the page we 

understand that it was in a really violently way.  

His shaking hands close suddenly the diary.  

 

 

 

10. EXT. PARK. CLOSE UP. DAY 

JÜRGEN is so serious; there is no smile in his face. 

Sweat drops fall down his temple. He gulps. He closes 

his eyes. He is definitely struggling.  

 

 

11. EXT. PARK.  MEDIUM SHOT.  DAY 

NICHOLAS jumps on his grandfather, hugging him. The 

hug brakes JÜRGENs immobility and he embraces strongly 

his grandchild and closes his eyes deeply. NICHOLAS 

stops hugging JÜRGEN and tries to pull him from the 

bench in order to go home.  
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JÜRGEN is still a bit thoughtful, his face has not 

very much expression, he is still pale but he gets up 

leaving his journal on the bench. 

 

 

12. EXT. PARK. LONG SHOT. DAY 

JÜRGEN encloses NICHOLAS and TOM with his arms and 

they walk home all together.  

We see them getting far away, but the camera stays 

near the bench, where the diary is still on.  

 

FADE OUT 

THE END 


